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ABSTRACT: 

Machine learning is an emerging research field in crop yield analysis. Yield prediction is a very important issue in 

agriculture. Any farmer is interested in knowing how much yield he is about to expect. In the past, yield prediction 

was performed by considering farmer's experience on particular field and crop. The yield prediction is a major issue 

that remains to be solved based on available data. Machine learning techniques are the better choice for this purpose. 

Different Machine learning techniques are used and evaluated in agriculture for estimating the future year's crop 

production. This paper proposes and implements a system to predict crop yield from previous data. This is achieved 

by applying machine learning algorithms like Support Vector Machine and Random Forest on agriculture data and 

recommends fertilizer suitable for every particular crop. The paper focuses on creation of a prediction model which 

may be used for future prediction of crop yield. It presents a brief analysis of crop yield prediction using machine 

learning techniques. 

INTRODUCTION 

Low crop production is inappropriate soil fertility 

management [1]. The relatively low yield of common 

beans in Ethiopia including the study area is as a result 

of the low use of enhanced variety and low soil fertility 

status and poor management practice which are the 

major production constraints [2]; ATA [3]. Wossen [4] 

reported NPKSB nutrient ratios for common bean 

growth and yield. However, soil fertility mapping 

projects in Ethiopia recently reported the deficiency of 

K, S, Zn, B, and Cu in addition to N and P in major 

Ethiopian soils, and thus recommend the application 

of customized and balanced fertilizers [5]. Common 

bean N fertilizer requirement depends on soil fertility 

levels; for low soil nitrogen levels (below 34 kg 

N·ha−1) N fertilizer is generally recommended in order 

for deficiency symptoms not to manifest and for full 

development up to production, inorganic phosphorus 

fertilizer has a positive effect on the yield and yield 

components of common bean and sulfur is required in 

similar amount as that of phosphorus [6]. In Ethiopian 

soils, the deficiency of K, S, Zn, B, and Cu in addition 

to N and P have common bean recently reported by 

soil fertility mapping project, and thus recommend the 

application of customized and balanced fertilizers 

[11]. The fertilizer recommendation did not consider 

the existing soil nutrient supply and resulted in low 

crop yield response in the region [2].  

Soils in agriculture are an important part of the 

ecological system that produces food and fiber for 

human consumption, but they are a limited and largely 

non-renewable resource [1, 2]. Soils are a key enabling 

resource and essential to the production of a wide 

range of goods and services integral to ecosystems and 

human well-being [3, 4]. Nonetheless, soil fertility 

depletion caused by a variety of factors (soil erosion, 

acidity, nutrient depletion, lack of soil fertility 

replenishment, nutrient mining, and lack of balanced 

fertilization) is a significant contributor to food 

insecurity [5, 6]. 

Soil quality (SQ), which is defined as the capacity of 

soil to function within the ecosystem and land use 

boundaries to sustain biological productivity, maintain 

environmental quality, and promote plant, animal, and 

human health, is now highly related to sustainable and 

productive agriculture [2, 7, 8]. Good-quality soils will 

preserve natural ecosystems by improving air and 

water quality for improved food and fiber production 
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while also protecting the environment and human 

health [9]. 

The SQ simultaneously addresses the issues of 

productivity and sustainability and makes it 

indispensable for developing countries such as 

Ethiopia [2, 4]. A better understanding of the SQ and 

the factors that degrade the SQ is necessary to fully 

exploit the potential benefits of soil resources. For 

example, poor soil physical and chemical health is 

very likely to result in poor aggregate stability, a 

decline in soil OM, nutrient-related plant stresses, crop 

yield stagnation, and exacerbate soil degradation [10, 

11]. This suggests that SQ is linked to chemical 

properties, biophysical environments, and 

anthropogenic factors. Meanwhile, SQ cannot be 

measured directly in the field or laboratory; rather, it 

is inferred from measured soil physical, chemical, and 

biological properties and is thus expressed in terms of 

soil quality index (SQI) [2, 8, 12]. 

The SQI could be defined as a minimum set of 

parameters that provides numerical data about a soil’s 

ability to perform one or more functions [13]. It aids 

in assessing overall soil condition and management 

response or resilience to natural and anthropogenic 

forces [1, 7, 14, 15]. Expert opinion (subjective) or 

mathematical and statistical (objective) methods are 

used to select a minimum soil data set (MDS) [13, 16]. 

The use of multivariate techniques of principal 

component analysis (PCA) (multiple correlations and 

factor analyses) to reduce statistical data has become 

more common [12, 17]. Thus, the SQI, which takes 

into account the physical, chemical, and biological 

properties of soils as well as their variability, is critical 

for long-term utilization and site-specific management 

of soil resources [2, 8, 12, 14, 15]. 

 

LITERATURE REVIW: 

Among contemporary farmers, precision agriculture 

(PA) [1] is a well-known and improved approach of 

farm management. Crop health and output are 

monitored via the application of agricultural and 

information technologies in precision agriculture. PA 

aims to lower agricultural input costs while retaining 

the quality of the final output. Bulk applications of 

chemical fertilizers and pesticides have long been the 

norm, with the whole field being treated as a single 

unit. 

The UN Council has advocated increasing the global 

supply of high-quality food as a means of achieving 

this goal. As a result, new approaches are needed to 

deal with the problem. One method of dealing with the 

issue is to forecast human population and agricultural 

yields. 

It is advantageous for policymakers and farmers alike 

to be able to precisely estimate crop yields throughout 

the growing season since it allows them to anticipate 

market prices, plan import and export operations, and 

limit the social cost of crop losses. In addition to large 

agricultural companies and smallholders, agricultural 

enterprises and smallholders profit from such 

predictions since they are able to make educated 

decisions about the management and financing of their 

crops [2]. Because of the complexities of the data, crop 

production forecasting is a difficult assignment for 

policymakers to do successfully. Agricultural 

researchers and agroeconomists are always on the hunt 

for new mathematical strategies that might increase 

prediction accuracy while still making use of existing 

factors. In this field of study, the goal is to demonstrate 

how crop yields are related to the location of 

agriculture, while also taking into account 

environmental elements such as soil quality and 

irrigation systems. These models are built on the 

foundation of rule-based models with parameters. A 

solid understanding of the many linkages that may be 

established between agricultural methods and 

environmental circumstances is possessed by the 

professionals working in the project. 

There is a problem with trying to build an empirical 

expert system using knowledge that cannot be 

characterized in such a way. Manual surveys and 

remote sensing data are used to forecast crop yield [3]. 

Mathematical studies based on previous years’ 

observations and historical information may be useful 

for a certain region or country but cannot be applied 

universally. These problems have been handled by 

recent crop simulation model developments. Models 

of soil characteristics, climatic conditions, and crop 

management practices are used to simulate crop 

growth throughout the growing season in crop 

simulation. These modeling approaches need a 

massive data set in order to accurately estimate 

agricultural output [4] over large areas. It is common 

for researchers to use remote-sensing devices like 

satellites, planes, or even a simple camera. 

Math, information theory, statistics, artificial 

intelligence, etc., all play a role in the field of machine 

learning because it is an interdisciplinary study. The 

primary goal of machine learning research is to 

develop fast and effective algorithms that can predict 
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data. In data analytics, machine learning is a technique 

used to build predictive models of the data collected. 

Reinforcement, unsupervised, and supervised learning 

are the three main categories of machine learning 

tasks. 

It is possible for machines to learn behavior based on 

the input they receive from encounters with the outside 

world through reinforcement learning. Data sets that 

have not been labeled using traditional methods such 

as cluster analysis can benefit greatly from the use of 

unsupervised machine learning. There must be labeled 

data for supervised machine learning to work. Each set 

of labeled training data has an input value and a 

desired target output value. You can use this inferred 

function as a basis for mapping new values into the 

training data using a supervised learning technique. 

Reinforcement learning is preferred for solving 

decision-making problems, while unsupervised and 

supervised learning are both preferred for analyzing 

data from a data processing perspective. 

In a study by Jasti et al. [5], ICT activities provided the 

most current information, advanced technology, and 

knowledge for farmers to improve their livelihoods 

and increase their productivity. The use of cutting-

edge communication channels such as radio, mobile, 

and television for farmers’ development and 

information evaluation is the primary focus of ICT’s 

relevance. According to Hemamalini eta l. [6], farmers 

and individuals who have an interest in farming can 

benefit greatly from the use of information technology 

in the agricultural industry. Technology-enabled 

decision-making, increased productivity, and real-time 

communication are all critical for farmers. This is 

made possible by mobile communication tools used to 

provide market information, better weather forecasts, 

cross-market coordination, and a better understanding 

of agricultural market prices. 

Individuals, businesses, and governments all rely on 

these data-driven models to make predictions. The 

food sector is presently developing machine learning 

approaches that can handle the complexity and 

unpredictability of input [7]. 

According to Mohamed et al. [8], several studies have 

examined the difficulties connected with the 

deployment and optimization of big data applications 

in various machine learning algorithms employed by 

cloud data centers or their networks. Big data 

applications and cloud services were developed using 

a MapReduce programming methodology with an 

open-source platform and Hadoop. A variety of 

innovative analyses and computations were made 

possible by combining Hadoop with MapReduce. 

Commodity clusters in geographically dispersed data 

centers are typically used by these services to deliver 

elastic and cost-effective solutions. However, as the 

number of people using data centers to move, store, 

and analyze big data has risen, this has created a 

variety of new problems that highlight the necessity of 

finding ways to lease resources more cheaply and 

efficiently. As a result, companies that have a large 

number of tenants requesting big data services have 

been challenged by the requirement to optimize the 

leasing of resources in order to minimize excess or 

under-utilization. To give a comprehensive overview 

of cloud computing’s architecture, a new summary of 

big data programming paradigms and their 

applications was selected for this study. Any software-

defined networking technology supporting big data 

systems and virtualization was included in this. The 

topologies and routing protocols as well as the traffic 

characteristics were also briefly reviewed to underline 

the consequences of big data, such as supporting 

networks and cloud data centers. A number of 

initiatives were undertaken to improve the 

performance and energy efficiency of big data systems 

for a variety of applications and measures of 

performance. It was the goal of the survey to compile 

all the relevant research and classify them by the level 

of data center, network, and application. There were 

also suggestions for future research. 

Due to a lack of natural resources, information, 

knowledge, and data must be utilized to the fullest 

extent possible. The conversion of solar energy into 

chemical energy occurs, for example, during the 

process of photosynthesis. It is the soil’s ability to 

store and distribute critical nutrients that will allow 

plants to thrive, and this process will be accountable 

for all forms of life on the planet. Because 

overexposure can lead to soil degradation, it is 

essential to use a fertilizer to preserve the quality of 

the soil. This makes soil analysis an excellent way to 

gauge the condition of the soil. If there are minimal or 

disorganized data, a soil analysis can assist provide a 

report by examining the soil in several laboratories. In 

order to provide fertilizer recommendations based on 

the existing composition of soil nutrition, many 

methods of machine learning analysis are being 

applied in this study. The results of soil testing at Tata’s 

soil and water testing center were used in this 

investigation. The Hadoop Distributed File System 

(HDFS) was utilized to analyze the stochastic gradient 

descent (SGD) algorithm and the artificial neural 

network (ANN). Random forest (RF), SVM using 

RBF, K-nearest neighbors (KNNs), support vector 
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machine (SVM) utilizing polynomial function, and the 

regression tree (RT) were used to assess performance. 

Overall, the experimental analysis was performed 

correctly. Receiver operating characteristics with AUC 

(ROC) curve, coefficient of determination (R2), root 

mean square error (RMSE), and mean absolute 

percentage error (MAPE) measures of validation were 

used. SGD was found to outperform all other 

techniques in a study of diverse solution classes. The 

results also backed up the choice of the remedy and its 

recommendation. 

DESIGN METHODLOGY: 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

 

 

CONCEPT: 

Despite the importance of SQ assessment, very few 

studies have been conducted on smallholder arable 

lands in Ethiopia where traditional practices dominate 

soil management [2]. This emphasizes the importance 

of having adequate soil property information in order 

to intervene and prevent soil fertility degradation 

problems. Against this backdrop, the present study 

aimed to explore the soil quality status of farmlands 

belonging to different soil groups using different 

varied approaches. The process involved three main 

steps: (i) selecting appropriate indicators; (ii) 

converting indicators into scores; and (iii) combining 

the scores into an index [13, 25].where 

RSTC = assigned ranking values for soil textural class; 

RpH = assigned ranking values for soil pH; 

ROC = assigned ranking values for soil organic 

carbon; RNPK = assigned ranking values for nitrogen 

(N); phosphorus (P), and potassium (K) (Table 1). 

Furthermore, a = 0.2, b = 0.1, c = 0.4, and d = 0.3 refer 

to the weighted values corresponding to each of the 

four parameters. That is, out of 1(100%), the 

weighting value for soil textural class (a) = 0.2 (20%), 

soil pH (b) = 0.1(10%), soil organic carbon (c) = 0.4 

(40%), and soil macronutrient contents (N, P, and K) 

(d) = 0.3 (30%). 

Soil Fertility/Nutrient/Index 

The calculation is based on the number of samples 

classified as low, medium, or high and the rating 

classes of the measured soil parameters, which are 

multiplied by 1, 2, and 3, respectively. If the index 

value is less than 1.67, the fertility status is low; if the 

index value is between 1.67–2.33, the fertility status is 

medium; and if the index value is greater than 2.33, 

then the fertility status is high [25].where NL = number 

of samples in low category; NM = number of samples 

in the medium category; NH = number of samples in 

high category, and NT = total number of samples. 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) Based SQI 

(Statistical Model-Based SQI) 

A statistics-based model is used to estimate SQI using 

PCA [17, 26]. The PCA method is more objective 

because it makes use of a variety of statistical tools 

(multiple correlation, factor, and analyses), which 

could prevent bias and data redundancy by selecting a 

minimal dataset (MDS) using formulas [12]. The PCA 

model included all the original observations of each 

soil parameter. 

https://www.hindawi.com/journals/aess/2023/6699154/tab1/
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The PCs with high eigenvalues represented the 

maximum variation in the dataset, while most studies 

have assumed to examine PCs only the variables 

having high factor loadings with eigenvalues >1.0 that 

explained at least 5% of the data variations were 

retained for indexing [12, 17]. 

Under a given PC, each variable had a corresponding 

eigenvector weight value or factor loading. Only the 

“highly weighted” variables were retained in the 

MDS. The “highly weighted” variables were defined 

as the highest weighted variable under a certain PC 

and absolute factor loading value within 10% of the 

highest values under the same PC [12, 23]. However, 

when more than one variable was retained under a 

particular PC, a multivariate correlation matrix is used 

to determine the correlation coefficients between the 

parameters. If the parameters were significantly 

correlated (r > 0.70), then the one with the highest 

loading factor was retained in the MDS and all others 

were eliminated from the MDS to avoid redundancy. 

Still, the normalized PCA of SQI would be calculated 

if more than one highest eigenvectors were retained in 

the MDS [12, 23]. The noncorrelated and highly 

weighted parameters under a particular PC were 

considered important and retained in the data. Each PC 

explained a certain amount of variation in the dataset, 

which was divided by the maximum total variation of 

all the PCs selected for the MDS to get a certain 

weightage value under a particular PC [12, 26]. 

Thereafter, the SQI-3 (PCA) was computed using the 

following equation: 

where PC Weight is the weightage factor determined 

from the ratio of the total percentage of variance from 

each factor to the maximum cumulative variance 

coefficients of the PC considered; individual soil 

parameter score is the score of each parameter in the 

MDS. 

ALGORITHMS: 

Support Vector Machine  

SVM develops a hyperplane or set of hyper planes in 

a high-or boundless dimensional space, which can be 

utilized for characterization, relapse, or different 

errands. Naturally, a great partition is accomplished by 

the hyperplane that has the biggest separation to the 

closest preparing information purpose of any class, 

since by and large the bigger the edge the lower the 

speculation blunder of the classifier. The 

computational burden have to be reasonable, the 

mappings are utilized by the SVM plan to guarantee 

the tiny items will be figured as far as the variable in 

the first degree, for that a bit capacity k(x, y) chose to 

get the ideal computational time.  

Advantages  

1) SVM calculation has a regularization parameter, 

which stays away from over-fitting.  

2) SVM calculation utilizes the portion trap, so you 

can construct master learning about the issue. 

Random Forest  

Random forest is a supervised machine learning 

algorithm based on ensemble learning. Ensemble 

learning is a type of learning where you join different 

types of algorithms or same algorithm multiple times 

to form a more powerful prediction model. The 

random forest algorithm combines multiple 

algorithms of the same type. Random Forest algorithm 

can be used for classification and regression problems.  

Advantages  

1) The random forest algorithm is not biased, since, 

there are multiple trees and each tree is trained on a 

subset of data.  

2) Random Forest algorithm is stable if a new data 

point is introduced in the dataset the overall algorithm 

is not affected. 

XGBOOST: 

XGBoost is an optimized distributed gradient boosting 

library designed for efficient and scalable training of 

machine learning models. It is an ensemble learning 

method that combines the predictions of multiple weak 

models to produce a stronger prediction. XGBoost 

stands for “Extreme Gradient Boosting” and it has 

become one of the most popular and widely used 

machine learning algorithms due to its ability to 

handle large datasets and its ability to achieve state-of-

the-art performance in many machine learning tasks 

such as classification and regression. One of the key 

features of XGBoost is its efficient handling of 

missing values, which allows it to handle real-world 

data with missing values without requiring significant 

pre-processing. Additionally, XGBoost has built-in 
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support for parallel processing, making it possible to 

train models on large datasets in a reasonable amount 

of time. XGBoost can be used in a variety of 

applications, including Kaggle competitions, 

recommendation systems, and click-through rate 

prediction, among others. It is also highly 

customizable and allows for fine-tuning of various 

model parameters to optimize performance. 

Advantages: 

1. Performance: XGBoost has a strong track 

record of producing high-quality results in 

various machine learning tasks, especially in 

Kaggle competitions, where it has been a 

popular choice for winning solutions. 

2. Scalability: XGBoost is designed for efficient 

and scalable training of machine learning 

models, making it suitable for large datasets. 

3. Customizability: XGBoost has a wide range 

of hyperparameters that can be adjusted to 

optimize performance, making it highly 

customizable. 

4. Handling of Missing Values: XGBoost has 

built-in support for handling missing values, 

making it easy to work with real-world data 

that often has missing values. 

5. Interpretability: Unlike some machine 

learning algorithms that can be difficult to 

interpret, XGBoost provides feature 

importances, allowing for a better 

understanding of which variables are most 

important in making predictions. 

 

GBM 

Gradient Boosting is a powerful boosting algorithm 

that combines several weak learners into strong 

learners, in which each new model is trained to 

minimize the loss function such as mean squared error 

or cross-entropy of the previous model using gradient 

descent. In each iteration, the algorithm computes the 

gradient of the loss function with respect to the 

predictions of the current ensemble and then trains a 

new weak model to minimize this gradient. The 

predictions of the new model are then added to the 

ensemble, and the process is repeated until a stopping 

criterion is met. In contrast to AdaBoost, the weights 

of the training instances are not tweaked, instead, each 

predictor is trained using the residual errors of the 

predecessor as labels. There is a technique called the 

Gradient Boosted Trees whose base learner is CART 

(Classification and Regression Trees). The below 

diagram explains how gradient-boosted trees are 

trained for regression problems. 

STACKING CLASSIFIER: 

Ensemble learning is one of the most powerful 

machine learning techniques that use the combined 

output of two or more models/weak learners and solve 

a particular computational intelligence problem. E.g., 

a Random Forest algorithm is an ensemble of various 

decision trees combined. 

Stacking 

Stacking is one of the popular ensemble modeling 

techniques in machine learning. Various weak 

learners are ensembled in a parallel manner in such 

a way that by combining them with Meta learners, we 

can predict better predictions for the future. 

This ensemble technique works by applying input of 

combined multiple weak learners' predictions and 

Meta learners so that a better output prediction model 

can be achieved. 

In stacking, an algorithm takes the outputs of sub-

models as input and attempts to learn how to best 

combine the input predictions to make a better output 

prediction. 

Stacking is also known as a stacked generalization 

and is an extended form of the Model Averaging 

Ensemble technique in which all sub-models equally 

participate as per their performance weights and build 

a new model with better predictions. This new model 

is stacked up on top of the others; this is the reason 

why it is named stacking. 

Architecture of Stacking 

The architecture of the stacking model is designed in 

such as way that it consists of two or more 

base/learner's models and a meta-model that combines 

the predictions of the base models. These base models 

are called level 0 models, and the meta-model is 

known as the level 1 model. So, the Stacking ensemble 

method includes original (training) data, primary 

level models, primary level prediction, secondary 

level model, and final prediction. The basic 
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architecture of stacking can be represented as shown 

below the image. 

 

Figure 1: Representing the Architecture of Stacking 

• Original data: This data is divided into n-

folds and is also considered test data or 

training data. 

• Base models: These models are also referred 

to as level-0 models. These models use 

training data and provide compiled 

predictions (level-0) as an output. 

• Level-0 Predictions: Each base model is 

triggered on some training data and provides 

different predictions, which are known as 

level-0 predictions. 

• Meta Model: The architecture of the 

stacking model consists of one meta-model, 

which helps to best combine the predictions 

of the base models. The meta-model is also 

known as the level-1 model. 

• Level-1 Prediction: The meta-model learns 

how to best combine the predictions of the 

base models and is trained on different 

predictions made by individual base models, 

i.e., data not used to train the base models are 

fed to the meta-model, predictions are made, 

and these predictions, along with the 

expected outputs, provide the input and 

output pairs of the training dataset used to fit 

the meta-model. 

Steps to implement Stacking models: 

There are some important steps to implementing 

stacking models in machine learning. These are as 

follows: 

• Split training data sets into n-folds using the 

RepeatedStratifiedKFold as this is the most 

common approach to preparing training 

datasets for meta-models. 

• Now the base model is fitted with the first 

fold, which is n-1, and it will make 

predictions for the nth folds. 

• The prediction made in the above step is 

added to the x1_train list. 

• Repeat steps 2 & 3 for remaining n-1folds, so 

it will give x1_train array of size n, 

• Now, the model is trained on all the n parts, 

which will make predictions for the sample 

data. 

• Add this prediction to the y1_test list. 

• In the same way, we can find x2_train, 

y2_test, x3_train, and y3_test by using Model 

2 and 3 for training, respectively, to get Level 

2 predictions. 

• Now train the Meta model on level 1 

prediction, where these predictions will be 

used as features for the model. 

• Finally, Meta learners can now be used to 

make a prediction on test data in the stacking 

model. 

Stacking Ensemble Family 

There are some other ensemble techniques that can be 

considered the forerunner of the stacking method. For 

better understanding, we have divided them into the 

different frameworks of essential stacking so that we 

can easily understand the differences between methods 

and the uniqueness of each technique. Let's discuss a 

few commonly used ensemble techniques related to 

stacking. 

 

IMPLEEMNTATION RESULTS: 

The aim of proposed system is to help farmers to 

cultivate crop for better yield. The crops selected in 

this work are based on important crops from selected 

location. The selected crops are Rice, Jowar, Wheat, 

Soyabean, and Sunflower, Cotton, Sugarcane, 

Tobacco, Onion, Dry Chili etc. The dataset of crop 

yield is collected from last 5 years from different 

sources. There are 3 steps in proposed work. 1) Soil 

Classification: Soil classification can be done using 
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soil nutrients data. Two Machine learning algorithms 

used for soil classification are Random Forest and 

Support Vector Machine. The two algorithms will 

classify, and display confusion matrix, Precision, 

Recall, f1-score and average values, and at the end 

accuracy in percentage as output. 2) Crop Yield 

Prediction: Crop Yield Prediction can be done using 

crop yield data, nutrients and location data. These 

inputs are passed to Random Forest and Support 

Vector Machine algorithms. These algorithms will 

predict crop based on present inputs. 3) Fertilizer 

Recommendation: Fertilizer Recommendation can be 

done using fertilizer data, crop and location data. In 

this part suitable crops and required fertilizer for each 

crop is recommended. • Third Party applications are 

used to display Weather information, Temperature 

information as well as Humidity, Atmospheric 

Pressure and overall description. 

 

 

Figure 2: Representing the overall Dataset for   fertilizer recommend based on soil

 

 

Figure  3: Representing the overall Description of Dataset based on describe function
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Figure  4: Representing the overall Description of soil based features based on seaborn bar plot function

 

Figure  5: Representing the overall Description of crop based features based on seaborn bar plot function
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Figure  6: Representing the overall Description of soil based features based on seaborn bar plot function with 

temperature
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Figure  7: Representing the overall Description of soil based features based on seaborn bar plot function with fertilizer 

types

 

Figure  8: Representing the overall Description of count and bar plot for crops type
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Figure  9: Representing the  One hot function for labeling of dataset with label types

 

Figure  10: Representing the training and Testing features with Feature scalling
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Figure  11: Representing the overall Description of fertilizer  types and its encoded values

 

 

Figure  12: Representing the overall recommended fertilizer with soil type classification

CONCLUSIONS 

Agribusiness crop yields may be increased by 

carefully selecting the right crops and putting in place 

supportive infrastructure. Weather, soil fertility, water 

availability, water quality, crop pricing, and other 

factors are taken into consideration while making 

agricultural predictions. Machine learning is critical in 

crop production prediction because it can anticipate 

crop output based on factors such as location, 

meteorological conditions, and season. The use of this 

tool assists farmers in making informed decisions 

about which crops to grow on their land. It is stated in 

this paper that a machine learning framework for 

agricultural yield prediction may be used. The data set 
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for an experiment contains information about the crop. 

The proposed classifiers with Stacking and 

XGBOOST classifiers are being used for 

classification. It is clear that the feature selection and 

feature extraction have improved the performance of 

machine learning algorithms. When compared with 

other classifiers, XGBOOST with Grid Search has best 

training accuracy of 100 and test at 90%.  

SCOPE: 

The work can be extended further to add following 

functionality. Mobile application can be build to help 

farmers by uploading image of farms. Crop diseases 

detection using image processing in which user get 

pesticides based on disease images. Implement Smart 

Irrigation System for farms to get higher yield. 
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